Republican and Jacobin discourse relentlessly excoriated a baleful effeminacy identified with the ancien regime and its dissolute aristocracy, and equally relentlessly celebrated the values of patriotic manliness (la vertu male et republicaine), French elite cultural production provides countless examples of a very different type of male ideality: specifically, the imagery of ephebic youth, poignant, passive, androgynous, and more or less feminized-either morphologically or narratively, as in stories featuring role reversals.l Moreover, an examination of the neoclassical art produced in Rome from the 1770s on makes it quite clear that the French production of androgynous ephebes had numerous predecessors which were later adapted by French artists for revolutionary as well as for more purely aesthetic purposes. The ubiquity and appeal of this feminized ideal of masculinity-for Winckelmann, the apogee of male perfection-would thus seem to contradict an "official" discourse of masculinity concerned to celebrate values more readily associated with Cato or Brutus than with Ganymede or Paris. How should this contradiction be historically addressed?
Here we may take as our cue Thomas Crow's apt observation that the art of David and his students manifests an increasing "masculinization" of content. "Artists," he writes, "were asked not only to envisage military and civic virtue in traditionally masculine terms, but were compelled to imagine the entire spectrum of desirable human qualities, from battlefield heroics to eroticized corporeal beauty, as male."2 This important insight, however, requires expansion in several directions: first, it is neoclassical elite visual and political culture that manifests an intensifying masculinization; second, processes of masculinization, however defined, including the relocation of sensual beauty in the male body, cannot be adequately theorized without reference to the unconscious determinations of subjectivity and the historical vicissitudes of gender ideologies. It is thus with reference to this latter that we can better understand the function of feminized masculinity within the masculinized universe of neoclassical art.
Because the graceful ephebe originated within Greek classical art, and because classical art was a recurring influence in French history painting, one cannot pinpoint when it became such a pervasive presence in French neoclassicism. Certainly, charming shepherds and graceful adolescent deities are everywhere to be seen in the art of the earlier eighteenth century. Their numbers increased continually, and their appeal was further bolstered by a parallel production of prints. Nevertheless, the appearance and role of the androgynous ephebes in neoclassicism seems 
